Reformation of the Christian faith and the far more dangerous Reformation of the human world. And on this crucial issue of political thought, we would suggest that the 'myth of the English Reformation', as Diarmaid MacCulloch has called it, continues to cast a long shadow over modern scholarship. 2 The later 'Anglicanism' of the Church of England has led historians to assume that the Royal Supremacy imparted to early English Protestantism a moderate, Erastian view of the State and its relationship to religion.
3 Early English Protestants chose to work within the guidelines set by Henry VIII, we are told, promoting moderate reforms (like English Bibles) that appealed to a king who ostentatiously flaunted his humanist credentials. By contrast, the more controversial issues that had splintered the continental Reformations -including the demands of the gospel to remake the State and redefine the boundaries of the Christian community -were treated hesitantly or not at all. 4 Our overall view is thus that, unlike on the Continent where Lutherans, Zwinglians and Anabaptists developed quite different understandings of the powers of the Magistrate, in Henrician England the political thought of the Reformation remained within an extremely narrow spectrum until the experience of exile and the development of puritanism shattered this consensus. In general, scholars who have discussed English political thought in Henry VIII's reign have focused on the (presumed) conservatism of 'obedience' doctrine, 5 while scholars who have traced the (cont. on p. 37) to Christian liberty, biblicism and the inspiration of the Holy Spirit with appeals to royal authority in unexpected ways -and it has been occluded from view precisely because the later Anglican tradition was so insistent that loyalism and ecclesiopolitical radicalism were incompatible.
8
In short, this article argues that a significant body of radical political thought -radical in the sense that it used Reformation theology to trump legal and constitutional norms -has gone unrecognized at the heart of Henrician evangelicalism because it does not meet our expectations of what either the Radical Reformation or English Protestantism should look like. This was not, however, a separate 'radical tradition'. The proponents of these ideas were within rather than outside the evangelical movement, and their views could be glossed as conformist and conventional when they were, as was often the case, in explicit dialogue with power. The Reformation naturally led English Protestants to question the nature of magisterial authority just like reformers on the Continent, and the Royal Supremacy over the Church proved to be a sufficiently plastic concept to allow a far broader theoretical debate within its boundaries than we have heretofore believed. In our conclusion, we suggest that this may have significant implications for how both 'radicalism' in the Reformation and the origins of English puritanism ought to be understood.
I
The first issue we want to discuss is the question of whether the social and economic prescriptions of the gospel carried with them an agenda for the ordering of earthly polities. Alec Ryrie has recently shown the importance of 'commonwealth' economic views, with a decidedly evangelical rather than merely humanist edge, among Protestants in Henry VIII's reign. 9 However, despite an outpouring of scholarship on the Tudor 'commonwealth men', historians have generally chosen not to discuss the relationship between the 'commonwealth' as an economic community and the 'commonwealth' as a res publica, perhaps because they have assumed that early English Protestants were so bound by the institution of the Royal Supremacy that little political innovation was possible.
Yet within the London evangelical community in the early 1530s, there was indeed a willingness to imagine remaking the polity itself as a direct implication of the Bible's economic strictures. Our first exemplar for this view is the grocer-turnedtheologian Clement Armstrong, a noteworthy figure who floated on the fringes of court society until his death in 1536. Armstrong was by any standard an eccentric thinker, calling for spiritual rather than physical sacraments and direct inspiration as the wellspring of biblical interpretation. Yet he was also near the centre of the English evangelical movement. He was a client of Thomas Cromwell and an associate of London evangelicals like Thomas Gibson, and, perhaps because of his sophisticated arguments on behalf of the royal divorce, the government took his writings remarkably seriously, even translating one of his manuscript treatises into Latin.
10
The central preoccupation of Armstrong's writings was what we might call 'economic theology': that is, the divinely sanctioned order of human exchange. At the core of his views was the scriptural injunction that 'the first original beginning of right order of man's living in this world was that he should work before he eat'. 11 9 Ryrie, The Gospel and Henry VIII. We are grateful to Alec Ryrie for sharing portions of this text with us prior to publication. Ryrie correctly emphasizes that Protestant critiques had radical implications for the structure of the Church, and to some degree the law; we would expand upon his work to see these critiques as also having profound implications for the State. Earlier works on the Henrician commonwealth writers include: G. R. Elton, Reform and Renewal: Thomas Cromwell and the Common Weal (Cambridge, 1973) ; Whitney R. D. Jones, The Tudor Commonwealth, 1529-1559: A Study of the Impact of the Social and Economic Developments of Mid-Tudor England upon Contemporary Concepts of the Nature and Duties of the Commonwealth (London, 1970) ; W. G. Zeeveld, Foundations of Tudor Policy (Cambridge, Mass., 1948) . 10 See Ethan H. Shagan, 'Clement Armstrong and the Godly Commonwealth: Radical Religion in Early Tudor England', in Marshall and Ryrie (eds.), Beginnings of English Protestantism. See also S. T. Bindoff, 'Clement Armstrong and his ''Treatises of the Commonweal'' ', Econ. Hist. Rev., xiv (1944) ; Arthur B. Ferguson, The Articulate Citizen and the English Renaissance (Durham, NC, 1965) ; Elton, Reform and Renewal.
11 National Archives, London, Public Record Office (hereafter PRO), SP 6/11, fo. 108 r .
PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT For Armstrong, this had direct sacramental implications, since to 'eat' could refer to the spiritual eating of Christ's body. But it also meant the physical act of eating by which the body remained strong enough to maintain the soul. Hence in Armstrong's economic theology, unemployment was the great enemy, and any polity that left able-bodied men unemployed risked divine wrath. He argued that it was the responsibility of the king and his Council to study the wealth of the commons, their body and members . . . to see that the hands and fingers of this mystical body [i.e. the commons] do work those works which should keep the body in health and wealth . . . then shall all people be set to work which now beg, steal, rob and murder for lack of living.
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As we have described elsewhere, this vision required a complex system of surveillance, the goal of which was not just to monitor the economy but to transform it. 13 At one point, for instance, Armstrong called for a survey of all arable land in England to 'determine how many ploughs may be occupied in every shire'. Once the ploughs had been counted, the king would impose a tax of one penny per plough every year, 'which penny, so taken out of the works of young people that may work, to be put to common treasury of the realm to feed all old people, sick, sore lame, and impotent which are past working'. 14 It is clear, then, that Armstrong was willing to advocate extreme changes in government policy -in this case a national welfare system -in order to please God. Yet these changes in policy and the theology from which they grew also had implications for the nature of English government itself. So, for instance, Armstrong's plans for economic growth depended upon centralized authority, implying a vastly increased significance for the king's theoretical status as feudal lord over all land in England. Armstrong condemned the 'lords of the earth' -that is, the king's tenants-inchief -who 'by their own heathen laws make themselves lords of the roots of herbs and trees in the earth, and by their laws under the sun giveth livings to people'. Instead, Armstrong argued, only the king, who enjoyed a unique status as the God-given holder of all land in his kingdom, might rightfully claim lordship over the fruits of the earth and distribute it to the people. 15 This was an interpretation of kingship that went far beyond even what Henry VIII was willing to claim at his most monomaniacal. Landlords would not exactly lose their property in Armstrong's scheme; he was careful to argue that only the clergy would be dispossessed altogether. 16 But the landed classes would have far fewer privileges as a result of their holdings. Armstrong saw it as a travesty that 'the king hath made himself such a subject by his own law that [any] subject, having but one acre of land, shall say he will sue the king if the king do him wrong'. It was as a result of this devilish 'free lordship' that 'all landed men hath taken the king's lordship of this earth from his kingly image and hath given it to this wicked spirituality of vain religious of men's making'. The greed of the landlords and the greed of the clergy, then, connived to undermine the king's prerogative, and the only solution was quite literally to put the king above the law.
17
Besides landholders, Armstrong also attacked several classes of people who did not 'work' for their food but rather leeched off the commonalty. At his most succinct, Armstrong named three such groups: 'lawyers, buyers and sellers, and feigned religious'. 18 For the 'religious' -not only monks but secular priests as wellArmstrong offered two suggestions. The first was that priests should only take up their vocation in old age, when they were past their ability to work in the field. The second was that, rather than having a separate priesthood, laymen who also occupied useful professions (presumably like himself ) should be allowed to preach. As he put it, 'the king might find such unshaven [i.e. laymen] which can show the truth of God's word as truly as they that are shaven . . . Such as God hath elected should preach it, for such are sent of God and not such as men make curates over man '. 19 Here, then, part of the king's responsibility was to identify and support men inspired by God to preach, regardless of their lack of ordination. As for lawyers and merchants, Armstrong's other two bêtes noires, their primary sin was growing rich at other people's expense. Merchants took specie out of England to buy finished goods made elsewhere, depriving English craftsmen of work. Lawyers grew nothing for themselves but simply profited from the uncharity of the landed classes.
20
The most important implication of these views was that the very people whom Armstrong most reviled -landlords, merchants, lawyers and clerics -not only comprised the English social elite, but also in a very specific sense comprised the English political elite: they sat in the two houses of parliament. The House of Commons, in particular, contained farmers who 'withholdeth the lord's earth from the common people', merchants who 'getteth their riches out of the common weal' and lawyers 'which getteth their riches rising out of the works of sin and mischief of the common people'. 21 Armstrong thus extended his emphasis on the Royal Supremacy to include a series of bitter attacks on parliament and a flat denial that it possessed any constitutional authority over the Church. In one passage, for instance, he wrote that it was ridiculous that 'the reformation of the pope's Church is put in to the parliament to be searched and tried', since the 'pope's Church' had made them 'so blinded in fleshly vanities '. 22 Moreover, because Armstrong saw the role of religion as so closely related to employment, banning parliament from the sphere of religion essentially meant banning it from economics as well, defeating the whole rationale by which the nation's landed men sat in parliament and gave their consent to taxation. Since 'no act for the common weal can pass these sorts in the Common House, which getteth their riches from the commonalty', Armstrong thus suggested fundamentally altering the constitution, with the king relying upon cloth-making towns to stockpile money for the use of the realm. That way 'the king and his lords shall not need to trouble themselves to make no acts of parliament'.
23 This amounted to a genuine political revolution, an alliance between the king and the commonalty against the landed elite that flowed directly from the liberation of the gospel. 20 See, for instance, PRO, E 36/197, Drei volkswirthschaftliche Denkschriften, ed. Pauli, 68-9. 22 Ibid., 64; PRO, E 36/197, 322, 345 . Elton, Reform and Renewal, 69, described the 'bitter old man' Armstrong as the 'one exception' to the rule that reformers aimed to work through parliament; the evidence in the rest of the present article suggests that Elton considerably exaggerated Armstrong's uniqueness. 23 Drei volkswirthschaftliche Denkschriften, ed. Pauli, 74.
Armstrong's views were very much a product of that first moment of infinite possibility in the 1530s, when the Royal Supremacy could mean all things to all people. By the 1540s, with the structures of the Church of England established and the king's unwillingness to abide religious radicalism well known, one might expect this sort of over-interpretation of the Royal Supremacy to disappear. Yet it was by no means clear in the later years of Henry VIII's reign that another round of government-sponsored Reformation was unlikely; evangelicals watched the king's physical deterioration with anticipation, and in 1547 a revolution in government policy did in fact occur. Hence many of the themes that Armstrong developed in the early 1530s can be found a decade later, dedicated to the proposition that the king must alter England's constitution as well as its economic structures to fit the prescriptions of the gospel.
To make this argument, we could have picked any number of well-known but under-appreciated texts, many of which Whitney Jones and Geoffrey Elton appropriated for a semi-secular Cromwellian tradition. 24 But we have chosen to focus on just one, perhaps the best-known 'commonwealth' tract of Henry VIII's reign: Henry Brinkelow's The Complaynt of Roderyck Mors (1542). Brinkelow's criticisms of enclosure and rent-raising have been well documented, but scholars have given rather less attention to the theological components of his work and their repercussions for the English polity.
Like Clement Armstrong, Henry Brinkelow was extremely dubious about parliament's ability to secure the necessary reforms to make England a godly commonwealth. According to Brinkelow, parliament could not serve the good of the commonwealth as it was currently constituted, because MPs were rich and therefore self-interested: parliament would not stop the economic oppression of the English people, because it was the MPs who were the oppressors. In phrases reminiscent of Armstrong's, Brinkelow explained that parliament would not end enclosure, inflation or other economic abuses, 'because it pricketh them chiefly'. 'How', he asked rhetorically, 'can any such study or give any godly counsel for the commonwealth?' 25 Parliamentary statutes were thus unlikely to be biblically sound, and Brinkelow urged people not to base their actions solely on parliamentary command, because 'the act of parliament is not Christ, for it is not confirmed by Christ's word'.
26 Brinkelow put it most baldly when arguing against the clerical tax called first fruits:
Let not men build their consciences so much upon the acts of the parliament: for when God shall say at the day of judgment, why hast thou taken away my ministers' livings from them, the first year that they fed my flock? Think ye, that God will allow this excuse, I did it by the grant of the parliament, when as that act of parliament is clean contrary to God's word? 27 Brinkelow thus proposed a number of interesting procedural innovations by which parliament might be overhauled. First, he called for regular preaching by a man who 'would neither flatter lords, burgesses, commons, nor king', and who in his sermons would 'tell the lords and burgesses their duties, and to open unto them such abuses as are to be reformed in the realm'. 28 Ideally for Brinkelow, then, a preacher would set the agenda of parliament. Attendance was mandatory at these sermons; absentees would be excluded from parliamentary debate. 29 He then argued that parliament should 'keep both lords and burgesses all in one house together: for it is not the riches or authority that bringeth wisdom. And what should one house make one act, and another shall break and disannul the same? That way is not after the doctrine of the gospel '. 30 This was by any standard a drastic proposal for political reform. The structure of parliament was rooted in England's powerful conception of the ancient constitution, and parliament's division into commons and lords afforded the wealthiest landholders substantial power to ensure that their interests would hold sway. For Brinkelow, landed interests, and the legislative structures which gave expression to them, had no place in a realm ruled 'after the doctrine of the gospel'. The ancient 25 constitution could not be allowed to stand in the way of establishing the godly commonwealth.
Brinkelow's political innovations were not limited to parliament, but also extended to the king. Brinkelow lamented the inaccessibility of magistrates, especially kings, and in what we might interpret as a flash of autobiographical frustration, he described the lengthy process of soliciting an audience with Henry VIII:
Alas, how long shall men wait and give attendance upon rulers, before they can come to the speech of them? And how many porters be there also, to stop men from coming to their speech? When he is past one, he shall be put back at the second: or if he pass the second, he shall be returned at the third, unless he be rich or have great friends.
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According to Brinkelow, this process was absolutely unbiblical:
Study the scriptures and there shall ye see that judges and rulers, yea even the kings sat in judgment in the open gates, as appeareth in the second of the Kings the 19th chapter, Deuteronomy the 16th, the second of Esdras the third chapter. And why sat they in the gates, but that the people, yea even the poorest, might come and open unto the king his own cause?
32
The remedy for England, therefore, was obvious: 'For the reverence of God, ye kings and rulers, either sit in the open gates again, or else let your gates, yea even all your doors, even to your privy chamber, be wide open, for certain hours, and that every day in the year, even on Easter day and all other days, if need require'.
33
Germany allegedly provided, as it did often for Brinkelow, a model in this regard:
In divers cities of Germany . . . the judges and lords sit openly every day in the year in their town house, save only on the Sunday, and then also if need require. And there they eat continually their dinners and suppers, so long as they be in office, because they may always be present to hear the complaint of the poor. Yea even the poorest man in the city or country, may boldly come into their hall . . . and no man so hardy as to take them by the sleeve, to let them from the presence of the rulers. And there may he open his matter himself without his chargeable man of law. And he shall be heard, and shall not be answered, Tarry Sir Knave, till my lords have dined. O noble Germans, God hath made you a light unto all rulers in the world, to rule after the gospel.
34
The point of Brinkelow's arguments, however, was not to limit royal power but to make it more godly; for Brinkelow, as for Armstrong, the king was the central agent of Reformation. PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT In Brinkelow's scheme, for instance, Henry VIII was supposed to lower his rents immediately and 'compel all other landed men to the same, upon pain of forfeiting his whole lands, one part of them to the king's grace, another to be employed to the commonwealth, and the third to the presenter that can justify the matter'.
35
Brinkelow thus urged Henry to act without parliament, giving the king unprecedented power over privately held land. Property brought with it the responsibility to use that property for the good of the godly commonwealth, and Brinkelow's suggestion that improperly used land be forfeited suggests that ownership was in some sense contingent upon proper stewardship. Brinkelow's reforms even reached down to the system of local justice in the shires, especially the way the wealthy manipulated the legal system to the disadvantage of the poor, and as usual Brinkelow was not afraid to trample traditional prerogatives to remedy these injustices. So, for instance, instead of having a system of county sheriffs who so easily fell sway to private interests, every man should have the authority to execute justice as circumstances required: 'Alas, why is not every man a sheriff in this case, as well as every man is a bailey to attach a felon?' 36 Brinkelow's vision of the godly commonwealth, therefore, required structural changes to all levels of English government: Reformation required a single house of parliament, a king who held audiences for the poor in his privy chamber, and a system of justice in which any Englishman could assume the power of a sheriff if required. In all of this, the common theme was a biblically justified shattering of the traditional relationship between wealth and political power.
One could argue, of course, that Armstrong and Brinkelow were merely two isolated individuals, that they probably did not know one another, and that therefore the evidence given here does not demonstrate a coherent movement. This is undoubtedly true, but it misses our point. It is exactly the fact that they were not a coherent 'left wing' of the Reformation nor in any sense a separate movement that makes their ideas so interesting. These figures were in the evangelical mainstream of their own era -Armstrong was a client of Thomas Cromwell, while Brinkelow's tract was popular enough to be reprinted in 1548, 1560 and finally in 35 Ibid., sig. a8 1642 -and their economic ideas have been discussed by historians for decades. So why is it that their political thought has remained so unknown?
II
If the core impulse of thinkers like Armstrong and Brinkelow was to bring the world into line with biblical precepts, then another issue that we must consider is sola scriptura, the doctrine that the Bible alone was the living record of God's Word and contained all that was necessary for human salvation. In the continental Reformations, this scripturalism spawned many variations. After all, the Bible was not a transparent document and its interpretation was not always obvious; Protestants were thus forced to develop theologies of hermeneutics and, more vexingly, theologies of authority that allowed spiritual and/or secular leaders to define orthodox interpretations. In the mainstream magisterial Reformations, theologians tended to argue that all Christians could profit from reading the Bible through the gift of the Holy Spirit, but only those trained in its complexities and original languages might interpret it for the visible Church. This allowed reformers like Thomas Cranmer to insist both that all Christians should have access to the Bible, and, simultaneously, that there was no danger of schism or disorder in this promiscuity, since Bible-reading was a passive act of reception rather than an active process of interpretation.
To more radical reformers, however, this hierarchical hermeneutics seemed to replicate the papacy's claims to infallibility and its careful guarding of the Bible's secrets within a closed elite. These reformers developed two counterarguments in defining their own hermeneutics. One was that just as God chose the poor and weak as his prophets in the Old Testament, so he might teach them now to interpret his Word through direct inspiration. This was the view taken, for instance, by Thomas Mü ntzer, who argued that the clergy lock up scripture and say that God must not speak to people in his own person. But where the seed falls on the ground -that is, in hearts that are full of the fear of God -this is then the paper and parchment on which God does not write with ink, but rather writes the true holy scripture with his living finger. The other argument was that the Bible was even more opaque than the magisterial reformers believed, and that its true meaning was available only to an elect few. This was the view taken by Hans Denck, who argued that 'whoever does not have the spirit and presumes to find it in Scripture seeks light and finds darkness, seeks life and finds death', and that those who have the truth in their hearts can recognize it 'without any scriptures' since for them the 'written law has been completely abolished'.
38 What these two views have in common is that they both deftly convert hyperscripturalism into its opposite: both of them, by stressing the power of the Holy Spirit and individual revelation in the act of reading, downgrade the physical text of the Bible in favour of other types of access to the divine. More to the current point, in the political realm these differing hermeneutics led directly to revolution (in Mü ntzer's case) and antinomian separatism (in Denck's case).
In England, of course, where the threat of Lollardy had made vernacular Bibles illegal, the whole thrust of the early Reformation was the 'liberation' of the gospel. Hence there were very rarely circumstances in which it seemed appropriate to diminish the Bible's importance in favour of direct revelation. Yet that does not mean that lay people were always satisfied with, or even fully understood, the notion that they were supposed to read the Bible but not interpret it. Rather than arguing that English reformers evolved similar ideas to those of the continental radicals, then, we want to make a more subtle claim: lay reformers faced the same hermeneutical dilemma in England as elsewhere, the problem of justifying their own interpretations before a jealous clerisy. The answers they developed were not the same as Mü ntzer's or Denck's, since England's experience with the Scriptures was so different, but those answers could still require fundamental reformation of the world as well as the faith. Sola scriptura, like the Royal Supremacy, was a creative rather than a constraining doctrine.
To demonstrate this, let us turn to an extraordinary pair of biblical scholars, a man who called himself Robert Trueman and his disciple Thomas Derby. We know little about Trueman except that he was a layman with a wife and children who left his job and family to take up a spiritual calling, and he was confident enough in that calling to ask the king to be allowed to debate with the upper clergy.
39 However, we do know a great deal about Thomas Derby: he was, at various times in the 1530s, a Member of Parliament, Clerk of the Privy Council, Clerk of the Privy Seal, Clerk of the Signet, and Secretary to the King's Council in the West. Through these and other offices he was an active participant in government policy-making and had a hand in all the great events of the English Reformation.
Sometime in the mid to late 1530s, Trueman wrote a treatise of esoteric biblical criticism addressed to Henry VIII. 40 This treatise was sent to Cromwell by Derby, who claimed credit (in highly providential language) for introducing the two men: 'It was my chance, nay no chance but as I take it the will of God, that Trueman should be by my mean brought afore your lordship'.
41
At the same time, Derby claimed to be a devotee and follower of Trueman, whom he claimed had 'showed forth diverse things hid, which (being done indeed out of course and fashion of learning) had nevertheless light in them'. Not only did Derby request government funds for Trueman, he also claimed to have sent Cromwell two treatises which he himself had written 'upon the ground and principles of Trueman . . . the matter whereof, as I take it, doth open secret mysteries far past the wit or other natural gifts of man'.
42 As a result of Derby's suit, in April 1538 the government indeed paid Robert Trueman the lordly sum of £19 for unspecified services. 43 Thereafter, three texts containing unmistakably Truemanesque biblical criticism, written in Derby's hand, found their way into Thomas Cromwell's papers. 44 Whether these texts were Derby's own creations or . The second and third of these documents seem to be part of the same treatise, although the fit between them is inexact. They are all briefly calendared in PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT texts of Trueman's that Derby had copied out we can never know; Derby spent much of his career as an amanuensis, so the latter scenario is just as likely as the former. Regardless, the text that is definitively Trueman's and the texts that are at least written 'upon the ground and principles of Trueman' form a nearly seamless intellectual whole, and they present what amounts to a coherent and fascinating theology of biblical interpretation with profound implications for the authority of the State.
At the core of Trueman's hermeneutics, both in his own text and as interpreted in Derby's hand, was the notion that 'mystical or dark passages in scripture' contain an 'inward intent and meaning' that can only be understood 'by power of the spirit', and that 'for want of the same inward or spiritual knowledge, intent, and meaning, our light is but dim and dark'. 45 What set apart this doctrine from that of the continental radicals was that Trueman believed he had discovered the secret code that could decipher Scripture's hidden messages, a notion more reminiscent of cabbala (or our own era's 'Bible Code') than Anabaptism. Trueman's code was the 'Scythian' language, in other words the language of an ancient people (described by Herodotus and other classical authorities) who lived on the Black Sea and had a reputation for savagery:
By the texts of scriptures and the interpretation of exposition of certain words in the Scythians' tongue or language contained and mentioned in the same scriptures . . . it may manifestly appear that all mysteries and secrets in scripture, namely concerning the unsearchable and general judgments of almighty God and the knowing and coming of his heavenly kingdom amongst us here in earth, be enclosed and hid in the true knowledge and signification of the said Scythian words. 46 It is not clear where Trueman and Derby got this idea, or why they thought they had more knowledge of 'Scythian' than other (n. 44 cont.) Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, of the Reign of Henry VIII, xviii, pt 1, ed. James Gairdner and R. H. Brodie (London, 1901) , no. 610, where it is admitted that their dating is uncertain. For evidence of the direct connection between these treatises in Derby's hand and the work of Robert Trueman, see for instance the claim of both that the name Lazarus means 'slain by the shrinkers'. 45 scholars. But for whatever reason, they believed that 'Scythia is the language or tongue of the sevens, which is meaned by the seven words which be set upon the golden candlestick [in the Hebrew tabernacle] . . . of the which Scythia that nation takes its name'. 47 Regardless of where they came from, these arguments about the importance of Scythian take on a certain elegance, a remarkable application of the principle that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. So, for instance, in the biblical story of the building of the tabernacle in Exodus 25-6, God commands the Hebrews to construct the tabernacle out of a kind of wood usually rendered in modern translations as 'shittim' or acacia wood but rendered by both the Vulgate and Tyndale as 'sethim'. 48 According to one of the tracts in Thomas Derby's hand, this mysterious word was plainly a form of 'Scythian', and hence in good typological fashion if the tabernacle was to be built of Scythian wood then 'the secrets of the holy habitation should depend on the words of Scythian'.
49
For another example, in Numbers 24:24 there is an obscure passage rendered in the King James Bible as: 'And ships shall come from the coast of Chittim, and shall afflict Asshur, and shall afflict Eber, and he also shall perish for ever'. The Vulgate had the source of the ships in this passage simply as 'Italia', but Tyndale had it as 'Cittim'. For Derby/Trueman, again, the ships came from Scythia. Moreover, according to this argument (this time perhaps following the Vulgate rather than Tyndale) the conquered people were not Ebers but Hebrews, leading to some astonishing interpretations. If Scythia conquered the Hebrews, that meant typologically that the words spoken by Christ on the cross should have their Hebrew meaning ('My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?') 'disannulled' in favour of their Scythian meaning, which allegedly was 'My righteous, my righteous, overcome the congregation of the son of perdition '. 50 Trueman and Derby insisted that this code was the only correct way to analyse the Scriptures: upon the 'Scythian tongue . . . all the secrets of scripture depend, so that all other interpretations . . . 47 51 Yet this did not mean that their hermeneutics was anti-Protestant. On the contrary, Trueman and Derby saw the discovery of the Scythian code as the fruit of the Reformation. In past times, the 'ungodly' had known the Scythian language but suppressed the truth rather than exposing their errors.
52 They rejoiced in the publication of the Scriptures in 'our maternal tongue' and mocked the downfall of the Catholic Church in terms that would have appealed to both Henry VIII and contemporary Protestants: 'Where is the reasoning of Babylon with the precepts of Baal? Where is also the messengers of the bestial monster? Where be the keys of the coppersmith that did bind the lambs and loosed the rams with absolutions and remissions in maintaining of all iniquity? Truly confounded '. 53 Just as importantly, Trueman and Derby also saw the Royal Supremacy over the Church as a gift of God -'Truly the whole body of Israel is monstrous as long as it hath two heads' -and they constructed a theology of obedience that was, if it were possible, even more exacting than Henry VIII's.
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All life comes from obedience, since all life obeyed God's command in Genesis to come into existence. 55 Christ himself was, for Trueman, 'the whole substance of obedience'. 56 Moreover, 'the godhead of our savior Christ' was 'admitted and ordained from the beginning to be in the royal authority of true princes, to the intent that all iniquity and fleshly operations be subdued'. One of the tracts in Derby's hand argued that this made the king head of all things spiritual in the realm, 'for all things that is applied to do the will of God is spiritual, which will is to subdue the inobedient '. 57 Yet even this supreme emphasis on obedience did not make Robert Trueman and Thomas Derby altogether loyal sons of the Henrician Reformation; their radical scripturalism inevitably led to conclusions which could not easily be pressed to fit within either Lutheran or 'Henrician' visions of political authority. Most importantly, while they made obedience the centrepiece of their 51 arguments, they also advised readers to 'know verily, that all obedience that is obeyed unto anything under heaven, but only unto the law which is the only God of Israel with all that thereof cometh as by the word of God and his elect, truly is idolatry and abomination'. 58 The implication here is that there could be absolutely nothing theologically 'indifferent', not only in the narrow sphere of Church ceremonies but in any aspect of royal government. Only those laws that were derived from Scripture were valid, and everything else was idolatry. Elsewhere Trueman explained these ideas in more detail. While he approved of the use of 'our sensible wits, which God hath endued us withal' as instruments for true obedience, that use of human reason was not to extend to 'the governance of Israel, for that must needs be done by course of the wisdom of the heart . . . and over that to fix all that is above our natural senses in our belief, nothing [di]minishing or adding of any man's inventions, for all ordinances that be made in this life above wit is rebuked of God'. 59 God's people must only be ruled by divine law, not human law, according to the dictates of conscience. At times this argument mixed with millenarianism, and one of the tracts in Derby's hand seems almost antinomian when it suggests that the Last Judgement had arrived:
And then we enter into the third tabernacle, wherein is the see of David established upon earth, to be obeyed of all men upon pain of endless damnation, unto whom by their only obedience unto due correction no sin is imputed, save only disobedience, which is commonly called the sin of Adam, being the sin unto death. So that now, in this third tabernacle, is the truth known and then remaineth no more sacrifice for sin but the sacrifice of due obedience in men's heart . . . In the which third tabernacle we be not under the wrath and plague of God concerning the flesh, as we were in the time passed in man's day of the second tabernacle, but be made lively also in the flesh.
60
Much more could be written about Robert Trueman's theological system and its elaboration in the Trueman/Derby tracts. Clearly Trueman was eccentric, and we would not want to imply that his views were widespread. Nonetheless, the remarkable thing about Trueman is not only that he was able to gain influential followers, but that his ideas found their way to the centre of power, where they seem not to have offended; . In other passages, the Trueman/Derby texts are much more ambiguous about whether the 'third tabernacle' has already come or will come in the future.
PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT Cromwell, after all, decided to fund his activities with more than token payments. However eccentric Robert Trueman may have been, moreover, Thomas Derby was as mainstream a figure in Henrician politics as we can imagine, a man who had Thomas Cromwell's ear and then beat the odds to survive Cromwell's fall and continue to exercise real power in the West Country in the early 1540s. Thus, while Robert Trueman was undoubtedly eccentric, it seems that in Henry VIII's reign his brand of eccentricity could appear remarkably commonplace. Thomas Cromwell evidently did not consider experts on Scythian too weird to use in the service of his Reformation. III Robert Trueman's dismissive view of 'things indifferent' brings us to an issue that would prove enormously controversial in the Edwardian and Elizabethan Church: the Church's prerogative to enforce conformity. Controversy over adiaphora was endemic in every Reformation Church that tried to combine a uniform liturgy with Luther's writings on Christian liberty. In Henry VIII's reign, of course, when there was as yet no English Protestant liturgy, the issue was less fraught; reformers who argued against 'popish' rites usually assumed that once the gospel took root those rites would be replaced by pure worship, without stopping to think very hard about how disagreements over worship would be settled. Yet debates over adiaphora could still come to the surface, especially when evangelicals suggested that not merely ceremonies but the law in general had to be judged according to biblical criteria and rejected when found wanting.
We can explore this issue in two works by William Turner, the most influential Henrician Protestant exile: The Huntyng and Fyndyng Out of the Romyshe Foxe (1543), and a response to Stephen Gardiner's reply to this text, The Rescuynge of the Romishe Fox (1545). Turner was a well-known figure in Protestant circles and he strongly supported the Royal Supremacy, even if his understanding of the king's authority was not what the king himself envisioned. 61 The whole thrust (cont. on p. 55)
61
Here we read Turner's views of royal authority differently than Ryrie, The Gospel and Henry VIII, 62-3. Turner's refusal to grant the king headship of the mystical body of Christ's Church in addition to headship of the visible Church does not make him an opponent of the Royal Supremacy; this view was common among English of his 1543 tract (reprinted in 1544) was to show that bishops like Stephen Gardiner had betrayed the king in their failure to eradicate the pope's 'tradition and doctrine' along with the pope, as the king had allegedly required. 62 And while Turner did prefer the term 'supreme governor' to 'supreme head', in his 1545 tract he explicitly countered any suggestion that he opposed the Royal Supremacy itself:
Whereas I named him supreme governor under God, I excluded both emperor and pope and all other that might seem to have any authority, or might derogate anything from the king's supremity. And because supreme governor seemed unto me a more honorable title and more becomely for a king than to be called head of the Church as Antichrist calleth himself . . . I changed that term into a better . . . But lest ye or any other should think that I should deny that the king is supreme head of the Church of England and Ireland, I hold as well as ye do that he is supreme head of the Church of England and Ireland, if ye understand by this word 'Church' an outward gathering together of men and women in a politic order. But if ye take this word 'Church' in the signification that it is taken in the 16th of Matthew, and to the Ephesians the first and fifth, and to the Colossians the first chapter, I deny the king or any earthly man may be called head of the Church save only Christ.
63
Despite Turner's support for the Royal Supremacy, however, the mode of his support was not altogether orthodox, since he severely limited the sphere over which any earthly authority had discretion. Turner argued that parliamentary statutes could not legitimize any aspect of the earthly Church; only God could do so. He held, in other words, a strict doctrine of 'negative biblicism' in which non-scriptural laws and ceremonies were by definition anti-scriptural; as he told Stephen Gardiner, 'The ceremonies and traditions that ye defend, did the heavenly father never ordain. Therefore the ceremonies and traditions that ye defend must be pulled up by the roots and cast away'.
64
The import of this position was not just to require the end of all non-biblical ceremonies, but to demand the overthrow of the entire canon law of the Church, which Turner denounced as (n. 61 cont.) evangelicals, and the government itself was ambiguous on this point. On Turner's career, see also Whitney R. D. Jones, William Turner: Tudor Naturalist, Physician and Divine (London, 1988 PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT heretical in toto: 'For the law of Christ's Church, of which England in one part is, is the New Testament and the Old . . . and not the canon law with the decrees, decretals, and the ordinances which popes of Rome hath made'. This was in sharp contrast to the adiaphorist views of Thomas Cranmer, who also pushed for a new ecclesiastical law but would have retained those laws authorized by the king which he considered beneficial, even if they were non-scriptural. Turner argued, on the contrary, that the king did not have the power to legitimize popish laws simply by redefining them as his own. 65 He asked rhetorically, 'If the king of Denmark should set out a proclamation that all the ceremonies of Moses' law, as offering up of calves and frankincense, should no more be called and taken for Moses' ceremonies but for his, should not Moses' ceremonies continue Moses' ceremonies still, for all the proclamation?' 66 Likewise, just as the king had no authority to continue popish laws, so he had no authority to create new laws that bound the conscience; on the issue of clerical marriage, for instance, Turner categorically denied that royal fiat could make an action sinful that was not intrinsically sinful in the eyes of God.
67 Thus Turner's vision of the Royal Supremacy, while admitting the king as the chief agent of Reformation and head of the ecclesiastical polity, explicitly denied the king any authority to make laws within the Church. The law of the Church was to be nothing more and nothing less than required in Scripture.
As a result of this framework, Turner made a series of bluntly revolutionary statements about the need to annihilate the preReformation ecclesiastical polity, even if that meant destroying some godly elements within it. In a remarkable recommendation to throw out the baby with the bathwater, Turner specifically used as his example the necessity of usurping ungodly kings: Whereas ye [Stephen Gardiner] say that there hath been no man so mad as expelling a tyrant would cast away with him both that which was good and the bad also . . . ye swerve far from the truth. For almighty God, the well of all wisdom, commanded the children of Israel when they should drive out the heathen kings with their folk of the land of promise, to drive and put away with them all their laws, ceremonies, and traditions, even them that were lawful, were they never so profitable or pleasant for the commonwealth.
68
Here not only was Turner arguing for a typological similarity between the Reformation and the cleansing of the heathen from Canaan, he was also suggesting -almost as an assumption rather than an argument -that God had called for the expulsion of tyrants in just such a case. This was a call for revolution, on the grounds that all was tainted by association with Rome:
If the pope your father and you had dwelt in the city of Jericho . . . and had there all your holy traditions, laudable ceremonies, good and politic laws, promoters and setters forth of God's honor, with your decrees, decretals, councils, and clementines, should Moses, Joshua, and David have been madmen to have destroyed all your good and politic laws and all your laudable ceremonies? 69 Now, strictly speaking, this was not resistance theory; after all, it was not his own king whom Joshua overthrew but an infidel, and Henry VIII was described by Turner as England's principal reformer rather than its tyrant. Yet in so bluntly calling for revolutionthrowing out even beneficial laws for the sake of a thorough purge -Turner nonetheless turned his ostensible royalism into a blistering attack on worldly authority. And while Turner was only one man, he was certainly no marginal figure in the English Reformation, and his opposition to adiaphorism has clear parallels in contemporary continental thought, the ideas of English exiles a decade later, and even the ideas of reformers still living at home and struggling to survive in Henry VIII's England. Turner's erstwhile ally William Jerome, for instance, had been within rather than outside the English evangelical mainstream when he bluntly preached in the 1530s that 'magistrates, as concerning things left indifferent by God's word, could not make any laws that should bind men's consciences'. 70 British Library, Cotton MSS, Cleopatra E.V, fos. 405-6. We know of Jerome's opinion on this matter only because he later recanted it, a recantation that did not save him from the stake in 1540.
PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT IV William Turner's call for the overthrow of non-biblical laws of course begs the question -but then neatly sidesteps it -of what subjects should do if their sovereign refuses to reform Church and State along biblical lines. The ordinary view of historians has been to discount any serious radicalism on this issue, because the English Reformation was principally a royalist Reformation, and royalism is presumed to be antithetical to resistance theory. Yet in this period of theological fluidity, fealty to the king did not preclude radical political theorizing, even to the point of real resistance to secular powers who refused to rule in a godly fashion.
The most interesting text to make this point is a work originally written by a Frenchman in Latin, but which was translated into English and made a significant stir at Henry VIII's court. The book was The Summe of Christianitie, an essentially literal translation by the Cambridge evangelical Tristram Revel of a 1525 text by François Lambert of Avignon. 71 Revel had attempted to present a manuscript copy of his work to Anne Boleyn around Easter 1535, but Anne never received the book. Several of her evangelical advisers examined Revel's translation, among them Archbishop Thomas Cranmer, Archdeacon Edmund Cranmer and Bishop Hugh Latimer. Latimer stated that the text contained several 'extreme points', and the book was unanimously considered too radical to be given to the queen. Diarmaid MacCulloch has speculated that those 'extreme points' were probably 'sceptical comments on the physical presence of Christ in the Eucharist', but he offers no proof. 72 Regardless, given the Likewise, Lambert's books were among those discovered at Cardinal College, Oxford, in 1528. The English-language text considered here, however, has not been adequately examined. 72 MacCulloch, Thomas Cranmer, 147. More recently, Eric Ives has also argued that Anne rejected the text because it 'denied the sacrifice of the mass', although he highly negative reaction it elicited from the nation's highest clerics, its publication the following year must be seen as an act of some daring.
73
In interpreting this episode, it is important to note the background of the original text, Lambert's Farrago omnium fere rerum theologicarum. Lambert had written the Farrago for Sebastian of Mountfaulcone, prince-bishop of Lausanne, because an Augustinian friar called Conradus Tregarius had attempted to deceive Sebastian with false teaching and prevent him from ordering his realm in a Christian fashion. Lambert thus provided instructions for how to remedy this perversion of the prince's authority over the Church, and he gave a very specific plan for church government, discipline and doctrine. The Summe of Christianitie, then, is far more than a treatise on the sacraments, and we would speculate that Queen Anne's evangelicals were more troubled by its ideas regarding political authority than by its eucharistic innovations.
The Summe's primary concern was to instruct the monarch in the proper roles of both secular and ecclesiastical authorities. Antichrist had confused and distorted their offices, with bishops wielding secular authority and ruling as lords. Specifically, Sebastian himself was both prince and bishop of Lausanne, a situation which Lambert found unacceptable: 'To confess the truth, I cannot call your highness a bishop except I should flatter, and do against my conscience . . . I confess you to be a prince, I know not you to be a bishop, because you preach not the gospel'.
74 To Lambert, it was an injury to the prince to call him a bishop: in the proper order of things, bishops preached and princes ruled. Lambert urged Sebastian to 'play the true prince' and to 'extinct and put down the tyrannies of the kingdom of (n. 72 cont.) remarks in an endnote that it 'must always have been unacceptable because of its fullblooded advocacy of the priesthood of all believers and its exposition in detail of the socially disruptive implications': Eric Ives, The Life and Death of Anne Boleyn: 'The Most Happy ' (Malden, 2004), 283, 409. 73 The Summe of Christianitie can be dated to March or April because of two factors: the imprint of 1536; and the presence of a dedicatory preface to Anne Boleyn. Anne's fall publicly began with the arrest of Mark Smeton, accused of adultery with the queen, on 30 April 1536; Anne was executed three weeks later. It is extremely unlikely that a book dedicated to the queen would have been published during or after this period. 74 Lambert, Summe of Christianitie, trans. Revel, sig. A1 r (I).
PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT Antichrist'. 75 The hypocrites and 'hooded men' must be removed from the prince's court, their own courts must be destroyed, and the bishops must be humbled from their ill-gotten splendour.
The cause of all this ecclesiological confusion, Revel/Lambert wrote, was that the 'inventions, traditions, and decrees of men were regarded and set by more than the most holy law of God' because the 'pure texts and sense of the Bible were almost clean extinct and put out of memory'. 76 Hence if Sebastian were to 'play the true prince', he would ensure that his realm had the Word of God and proper preaching so that 'Christ may be a prince in your subjects '. 77 This call to liberate the gospel, of course, fitted perfectly within a broad English evangelical campaign in 1535-6 for an authorized vernacular Bible, a campaign (of which Anne Boleyn was the leading patron) which succeeded in convincing the king.
78 This is undoubtedly why Revel chose the Farrago as a suitable text for translation, and why he dedicated it to the queen.
The ways in which the text went about this business, however, were far from what king or queen had in mind. Revel/Lambert described in extremely stark terms the consequences of failing to provide the Bible: 'If you deny the word of God to the people, they ought not to obey you, for they be the sheep of Christ, they will be fed with the meat of his holy word'. 79 The people had a right to demand that they be fed with the true spiritual food of Christ's word, and if the prince did not provide the Bible, his people were called to rebel against him and depose him from the throne. The Summe set this doctrine forth with horrifying clarity:
If princes or rulers will deny them [the Scriptures] when they will be taken for faithful, the said people may deprive them their kingdoms and lordships. The people be subject in all things to princes and rulers, saving those things that be against the word of God or that they should not have the word of God preached. Let your highness give place to the truth and God shall increase you in all things, and establish your kingdom. Nor was this the end of the ecclesio-political radicalism of Revel/Lambert. While many English reformers had, as a strategy against Rome, argued for parity among bishops, the Summe launched a root-and-branch attack on clerical hierarchy, arguing for parity among all clergy. God had called some Christians to a special duty as 'bishops' (alternatively referred to as 'pastors' or 'ministers'), meaning 'true evangelists or preachers' devoted to the ministry of the word. 81 Striking at the heart of the hierarchical church polity, the text argued that bishops and deacons were the only sorts of ministers known to Christ's Church: 'bishops' (meaning ministers) held no authority over other 'bishops', and the 'feigning of archbishops is not of the word of God'.
82 While a somewhat similar argument had been used during Henry VIII's divorce to limit the jurisdiction of the pope, what must Archbishop Cranmer have thought as he read this in 1535?
In the place of an episcopal polity, Revel/Lambert argued that every 'bishop' was to be subject to the authority of his parish, which elected him and could remove him from his office. To suggest otherwise was anti-Christian: 'It is the most grievous crime, and by no means to be suffered, that many children of perdition do deprive the people of God their right and just title, that is to choose them a pastor, for he should be chosen of them that is ordained for them to rule with the word'. 83 According to Revel/Lambert, all the canons in the world could not lawfully select a bishop: every bishop 'should be chosen of the people, and confirmed by the commonality of the church of every place'.
84 Thereafter, the parish was to keep constant watch over the bishop to ensure that, in his preaching, he did not diverge from Scripture in even 'one jot, and teach strange doctrine'. 85 The king was to exercise similar oversight, correcting and reforming any (n. 80 cont.) omnibus, et firmabit principatum tuum'. The only interesting translation decision seems to be the use of 'subject in all things' for 'adquiescere'. See Franz Lambert, Farrago omnium fere rerum theologicarum (Strasbourg, 1525) had an adulterous wife, failed to control his children, or had been 'unprofitable' in any way, the parish was charged with removing him from office and electing a more suitable replacement. Most interestingly, Revel/Lambert presented a system for dealing with disagreement over the choice of clergy. If there was dissension in elections, either within the parish or between the parish and the prince, the parish was to cast lots and accept the consequence 'for the sure will of God'. 87 Even after this appeal to providence, moreover, Revel/Lambert included an escape clause. If members of the parish believed that their bishop was unfit, and the rest of the parish and the king would not remove him from office, they still had one option left: 'If one, or two, or more houses of the faithful perceive that they have not faithful bishops suffered to them, or the people of the parish will not choose evangelical men, they may privately take themselves a proper bishop or pastor'. 88 In this astounding statement, the Summe opened the door for even a single dissenting household to separate from the parochial system if they 'perceived' that their church was insufficiently reformed. Here, then, is the logical conclusion of the statement Revel/Lambert had made when describing the king's duty to provide the Scriptures: not only must the people forcibly demand access to God's Word, but 'they be bound to make congregations for it'.
89
The key point to be made about all this is not merely that it was written in English in 1535, but that it was presented to Anne Boleyn in hopes that it would reach the eyes of the king. Just like François Lambert before him, Tristram Revel evidently did not understand that his text was dangerous, because he imagined 86 Revel/Lambert made clerical matrimony mandatory. It is interesting that this entire list of potential clerical failings was adapted directly from the biblical text of 1 Timothy 3, and the extreme scripturalism of Revel/Lambert can be seen in this unusually literal exegesis of the claim there that a bishop should be 'husband of one wife'.
87 Lambert, Summe of Christianitie, trans. Revel, sig. C5 v (II). 88 Ibid., sig. C6 r (II). This is an essentially literal translation of Lambert's Latin: 'Si una, duae, tres, aut plures fidelium domus, vident, quod non permittuntur eis fideles episcopi, aut parochiae populum nolle eligere evangelicos, possunt sibi scorsum adsumere proprium episcopum seu pastorem' (Lambert, Farrago, fo. 27 r ). 89 Lambert, Summe of Christianitie, trans. Revel, sig. B6 r (I). Again, this is an essentially straightforward translation of 'Immo ad id deberent congregari' (Lambert, Farrago, fo. 12 r ).
its ideas to be straightforward consequences of the liberation of the gospel. 90 The remaking of the English Church and State along biblical lines had already begun by 1535; like many of his contemporaries, Revel believed that the king should continue that process, regardless of law and tradition, until England had been made safe for the godly.
V
The final issue we wish to discuss is religious toleration and the magistrate's power of the sword. This is a subject which is rarely taken seriously by scholars of Reformation England. The first great work on the subject, W. K. Jordan's The Development of Religious Toleration in England, denied that toleration existed as a systematic ideal in the 1530s; he attributed its gradual development later in the century to liberal, modernizing forces like trade, the press and emerging religious scepticism. 91 William Clebsch, considering John Frith's writings, argued that Frith forbade the compulsion of non-scriptural doctrines only because they were by definition 'things indifferent', and thus 'only by an inadmissible anachronism might it be imagined that Frith favored a system of religious toleration'. 92 N. T. Wright, the modern editor of Frith's works, likewise assumed that toleration had to be based on modern liberal values: 'There is a prima facie improbability about Frith, who could be very dogmatic if he chose, dying as a martyr to the peculiarly twentieth century virtue of tolerance, which all too easily comes to mean a careless, laissez-faire attitude of non-interference, conditioned by philosophies in which all values are relative'.
93 When Geoffrey Elton gave the presidential address to the Ecclesiastical History Society in 1983 on 'Persecution and Toleration in the English Reformation', his discussion of Henry VIII's reign was limited to the Catholic humanist Thomas More -who, incidentally, Elton believed, 90 Interestingly, Lambert's status as a 'radical' reformer was far from clear, and Eric Ives has recently shown that Anne Boleyn owned other books by Lambert, such as his 'proclaimed a consistent and relentless defence of persecution'.
94
Yet there was tolerationism in Henrician England, and it was indeed John Frith -at the very centre of the English evangelical movement until his execution in 1533, and a hero of the movement thereafter -who voiced it. We would thus suggest that it is Clebsch, Wright and their ilk who are guilty of anachronism, applying narrowly modernist views that toleration requires philosophical relativism. Frith's advocacy of religious toleration was not about relativism at all, but rather about the nature of religious belief and human interaction in matters of faith. He did not argue against persecution because it was impossible to determine which doctrines were true, or because all doctrines were equal, or because some doctrines fell under the rubric of adiaphora, but because the nature of religious belief resists compulsion in both practice and principle -a position with profound implications for the powers of the State.
To contextualize Frith's arguments for toleration, let us first briefly consider two texts which condemned 'persecution' of the godly but did not call for religious toleration in general.
Here Begynnethe the Lanterne of Lyght, a late medieval Lollard text republished in the 1530s, condemned a series of strategies by which Antichrist hounded the people of God: false laws and constitutions, tribulation, inquisition, persecution and, if all else failed, execution. 95 The Lanterne, however, was not a tolerationist text. Although it called England's civil authorities to account for having joined with Antichrist in his persecution, it demanded not that they cease all religious coercion but rather that they 'wield the sword' properly in executing ecclesiastical control. Just as God gave priests 'wit and wisdom' to spread his Word, so he gave princes the 'material sword' to defend his laws, execute justice upon evil-doers and 'maintain and praise those who please God'. In order to ensure that they are not persecuting, however, secular authorities must have godly motivations: while God 'forfendeth all unlawful slaying', he nonetheless recognized that if the government killed 'to do the will of God and to save his neighbour's soul, [therefore] as just wrath is no wrath but a fervent diligence, so is righteous smiting no smiting '. 96 Another text, the anonymous Enormytees Vsed by the Clergy (1533?), presented a slightly different characterization of persecution. 97 Rather than condemning its evil motivations, the Enormytees emphasized its indiscriminate nature: while the clergy might persecute some actual heretics, it was more likely that they persecuted those who 'scantly know what good faith and heresy meaneth'. The fundamental problem with persecution, therefore, is that it harms both good and evil alike. This emphasis is seen in the text's treatment of the parable of 'the tares and the wheat', where Christ commanded: 'Suffer ye as well the cockle as the good corn to grow both together till harvest time, for dread that when ye would weed and pluck up the cockle ye shall also therewith pluck up the good corn by the root. And there the said holy canon saith, it is necessary that some heresies and heretics be'.
98 Yet, like the Lanterne, the Enormytees was not tolerationist. In interpreting this parable it employed an interpretative strategy developed by St Augustine, that 'where there is no fear' of pulling up the wheat, for instance when that wheat is 'firmly established, that is when the offense is public and universally condemned', then pulling up the tares was legitimate and the king might use 'the sword of sharp execution'. 99 In both of these texts, then, persecution is only anti-Christian when certain conditions adhere -that is, when it is motivated by sin, or when it is indiscriminate and hypocritical. The use of the sword is not itself inherently anti-Christian, only its misuse.
John Frith, however, provides a radically different perspective on persecution and the exercise of control over the Church. PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT accused of heresy and imprisoned; some died in prison, while others recanted and were released. While Frith did not recant, he was able to obtain release on condition that he did not stray ten miles from Oxford, a caveat he promptly ignored. By late 1528, Frith had fled England for Antwerp, where soon afterwards he anonymously published A Pistle to the Christen Reader (1529).
100
The text, which was officially banned in June 1530, vividly reflects Frith's recent brush with the law by defining 'furious persecution' as the principal activity of Antichrist in the world. 101 Immediately following this identification of Antichrist as a persecutor, moreover, Frith glossed the parable of 'the tares and the wheat' with a very different interpretation than the one found in the Enormytees: I wonder they fear not the parable of Christ, where he gave commandment [that] they should suffer the weeds to grow among the corn until the harvest, expounding the weeds to be the children of Satan and reprobate persons. For now a days, if a man believe not as they will have him, he shall be burned. Be it in case he were the very adversary of Christ (but I know none of them that will go to the fire), should they then burn him and Christ say nay? Yea forsooth, for they can set Christ to school and say that this is better. Ywes [certainly] Paul had never been good corn if he had been destroyed when he was weeds and the adversary of Christ.
102
Compared with the Enormytees, which explained the parable in terms of avoiding potential harm to non-heretics, Frith takes it quite literally. Even if the very adversaries of Christ, the children of Satan, were identified, they are not to be burned, but tolerated. The dramatic conversion of Paul provides a powerful example for Frith of the evils of persecution: if such a great enemy of the gospel could be converted into its greatest evangelist, then might not God have great plans for many others among the seemingly reprobate?
103
Frith's interpretation of 'the tares and the wheat' in some ways matches the interpretations of contemporaries who used the parable to call for religious toleration. Sebastian Franck, for example, argued that the parable called for the complete halt to 100 John Frith, A Pistle to the Christen Reader: The Revelation of Antichrist. Antithesis (Antwerp, 1529, STC 11394 103 Views similar to these led to deep reluctance among many English Catholic bishops in the early Reformation about killing heretics. None of these Catholics, however, denied the legitimacy of killing heretics in theory, even if they were worried about its practical and pastoral effects. On this, see Craig D'Alton, 'The Suppression of Lutheran Heretics in England, 1526 -1529 ', Jl Eccles. Hist., liv (2003 . We would like to thank Alec Ryrie for his help on this matter. persecution; attempts to wield the sword properly were steps onto a slippery slope that would inevitably lead to persecution. Frith's interpretation is closer to Luther's view from the early 1520s, however, than to the Anabaptists. Luther had argued in 1525 that Christians' only recourse against the tares was the Word of God, and that by destroying the tares' bodies, persecutors were also destroying their souls by not allowing the Word to do its work. It is significant, however, that Luther's interpretation of the parable changed dramatically after 1525, largely in response to the Peasants' War. In 1528, Luther argued that 'the Lord does not say that we should not ward off the tares, but merely that we should not root them out'. 104 In 1530, Luther advocated compelled church attendance, and by 1531 he and his fellow reformer Phillip Melanchthon allowed the death penalty for heretics: 'Though it seems cruel to punish them with the sword, it is more cruel that they damn the ministry of the Word, have no certain teaching, and suppress the true, and thus upset society'.
105
Did Frith's views also change? On the contrary, his arguments for tolerance intensified and expanded. Nowhere is this clearer than in Frith's interpretation of the parable of the great feast in A Disputacio[n] of Purgatorye, published in mid 1531. 106 In the parable, from Luke 14, a rich man held a banquet for his wealthy friends, but none would come. The man then instructed his servants to go out and bring the poor to his banquet: 'And the lord said unto the servant, go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them to come in, that my house may be filled'.
107 While Bishop Fisher had argued that the parable meant men should be compelled 'whether they will or will not' to believe in purgatory, Frith rejected this interpretation. According to Frith, by 'compel' Christ intended only the preaching of his word, 'that his apostles should expound and lay out so evidently by reason, scriptures, and miracles unto the gentiles, that they should even by manifest 104 Bainton, 'Parable of the Tares', 80-5. 105 persuasions be compelled to grant unto them that he was Christ, and to take upon them the faith that is in Christ'.
108
If the simple preaching of the word failed to persuade, then Christ instructed his disciples to wipe the dust from their feet and depart, 'but with violence will God have no man compelled unto his law'. On this point, Frith was adamant. Christ never used, nor did he advocate, any sort of physical compulsion or persecution in matters of faith: 'To say that Christ would have his disciples to compel men with prisonment, fetters, scourging, sword and fire is very false and far from the mildness of a Christian spirit, although my lord [Fisher] approve it never so much'. This included not only doctrines that were 'indifferent' but even the core doctrine of the Christian faith, belief in Christ and his resurrection. While the disciples had longed for the destruction of unbelievers, just as Fisher did, 'Christ did forbid his disciples such tyranny, yea and rebuked them because they would have desired that fire should descend from heaven to consume the Samaritans which would not receive Christ'.
109
Thus unlike the Lanterne and Enormytees, which condemned persecution on contingent grounds, Frith condemned persecution because it inherently inverts the nature of true faith. Frith believed that 'faith is a gift of God which he distributeth at his own pleasure'. 110 As the example of St Paul showed in A Pistle, those who lack faith today may receive it from God tomorrow; all Christians can do is preach and pray that God will grant faith. Were Christians to take matters into their own hands, and 'compel a man by death or exterior violence' to follow Christ, they would be usurping God's role as the giver of faith. These attempts to compel, moreover, would be entirely futile: 'What doth thy compulsion and violence? Verily, nothing but make a stark hypocrite. For no man can compel the heart to believe a thing, except it see evidence and sufficient proof'. 111 In an inversion typical of Antichrist, compelled faith brings damnation rather than salvation:
For if the opinion be true (as by example that the faith in Christ's blood justifieth me before God) and I confess it before all the bishops in England with my mouth and believe it not with mine heart, then am I nothing the 113 Likewise, in response to the pope's claim to be head of the Church and to have the power of binding and loosing, Frith wrote, 'Blessed be God that hath given some light into our prince's heart, for he hath lately put forth a book called The Glass of Truth which proveth many of these articles very foolish fantasies'.
114 But while Frith could be called a 'magisterial reformer' in the sense that the State was to be intimately involved in correcting false doctrine and worship, he did not allow the State to use any means of coercion when correcting. For people to believe and worship properly, they needed to be compelled, not by the magistrate, but by the Spirit of God. Frith, then, accepted that the realm would contain many who did not accept the State's religion and who should not be forced to conform. Here Frithone of the central founding figures of the English Reformationrejected a central premise of that Reformation: that the Church and society should be coterminous.
VI
The institutional ruptures caused by the Royal Supremacy and the Reformation's 'rediscovery of the gospel' combined to form a moment of nearly limitless possibility for evangelicals in Henrician England. After what they perceived as a long period of papal captivity, the time seemed ripe for the establishment of 'rule after the gospel', as Henry Brinkelow put it. Yet this notion of 'rule after the gospel' had two overlapping but nonidentical meanings. All evangelicals agreed on the need to rule PROTESTANT RADICALISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT chronologically after the gospel, in other words in distinctly Christian polities which supported true religion. But they were deeply divided over what rule according to the gospel meant. While evangelical leaders like Cranmer and Ridley sincerely desired to reform the commonwealth, they believed that (for the most part) existing institutions and practices could be put to the use of the gospel. As the evidence above shows, other evangelicals had very different perspectives, believing that the gospel demanded a fundamental reordering of the English polity, albeit a reordering best done by the king himself. These more radical thinkers believed that it was difficult or impossible to use religious persecution, canon law, episcopacy and parliament to serve the gospel. For these thinkers, in various different ways with various different implications for the powers of the magistrate, the only true Reformation in England would be a radical Reformation.
The idea of calls for 'radical Reformation' by Henrician evangelicals sits uncomfortably with much of the existing historiography on English Protestantism. Ever since George Williams invented the 'Radical Reformation', historians have tended to define radicalism as a distinct entity, a third choice alongside Catholicism and Protestantism with a distinctive form (popular sectarianism), a morphing cluster of distinctive theological doctrines (adult baptism, sacramentarianism, pacifism, community of goods, and so on), and political ideologies which emphasized popular revolution or withdrawal from ungodly political society. Attempts to discover this third choice in England, however, have been largely unsuccessful. Historians who have looked for popular sectarianism or Anabaptism in Henry VIII's reign have had little to show for their efforts, 115 while those who have studied elite, intellectually rigorous evangelicalism have generally agreed with Diarmaid MacCulloch that 'the subtleties of radical belief rarely interested evangelicals, who were outraged by any challenge to the package of Christian ideas which (as much as Catholic traditionalists) they had inherited from Christian history '. 116 Here, it should be noted, MacCulloch not only rejects the notion of radicalism in English evangelicals but follows Williams in almost ontologically dissociating radicalism from Catholic and Protestant Christianity. Hence, as MacCulloch puts it, the radicals were seeking to 'capsize' the boat that evangelicals 'themselves were already rocking'. Here we see a nautical spectrum of Reformation-era thought: Catholics stay the course, Protestants rock the boat, and Anabaptists sink the ship. 117 There are many problems, however, with trying to apply this approach to radical political thought in the Reformation. First, while many Protestants may indeed have viewed theological ideas like Arianism or perfectionism as untouchable, it is by no means clear that even the most root-and-branch reorganization of worldly governance seemed so toxic. The evidence presented here suggests not, and while we have discussed the views of only a small number of thinkers, these men were influential in their time; they had close connections to the government; and they were by no means regarded as outside the pale of reasonable discourse. Second, many of our assumptions about what constituted ecclesio-political radicalism in the Reformation are grounded in the unique circumstances of Central Europe, and historians have had difficulty noticing the presence of radical ideas that do not fit this model. How surprising should it be that historians have failed to find ideologies originally formed in Swabian communes in Tudor England, with its strong monarchy and central government?
118 Third, the ontological dissociation of radicalism from other forms of Christianity implies that 'Protestantism' was somehow normal -a natural development out of late medieval thought, or even a logical application of the Scriptures -while radical ideology was somehow unnatural or foreign, a disease one contracted in Central Europe and spread through contaminated texts. This approach takes Protestants' use of 'radicalism' as a rhetorical bogeyman too seriously and ignores how easily commonplace elements of Protestant thought 116 MacCulloch, Thomas Cranmer, 145. 117 Ibid. 118 On communalism, see Peter Blickle, From the Communal Reformation to the Revolution of the Common Man, trans. Beat Kü min (Leiden, 1998).
-like sola scriptura, or the idea of the 'two kingdoms' -could be interpreted in politically radical ways.
What we wish to emphasize here is that the central ideas of the Protestant Reformation were susceptible to (in Bernd Moeller's evocative phrase) 'constructive misunderstanding', and this was nowhere more true than at the intersection of theology and political authority. One of our main contentions is thus that the views analysed here represent the ideological possibilities inherent within early English Protestantism itself, not the English wing of the 'Radical Reformation'. It was not necessary to be a radical in order to have radical ideas. All of this is not to suggest that differences did not exist between Anabaptists and Protestants, but rather that in the early years of the Reformation ideas did not constitute identity. 119 What we need, then, is an approach to Reformation political thought that eschews essentializing and normative categories, and instead considers ideas within their own contexts. And in the context of England, we have suggested, Reformation radicalism developed on questions of authority, law, punishment, government and obedience -precisely the issues which the Royal Supremacy had thrown into sharp relief. Perhaps the most important point to be made is the role of royal authority for each of the authors discussed here. While some offered only conditional support to the monarch, at the heart of each radical vision of the godly English commonwealth lay the king. Even Revel, whose text allowed the deposition of kings, submitted his translation to Anne Boleyn! Yet for these authors, the Royal Supremacy was not an end but a beginning; it was to be the wellspring of further Reformation, and this 'radical magisterial' Reformation, rather than the king's authority per se, drove all their ecclesio-political theorizing. Here we are worlds away from A. G. Dickens's still-influential sense that 'modest and mundane reforms sprung naturally from our Tudor age, with its deep aspirations to good order in Church, commonwealth and society at large'.
The evidence we have presented, and the understanding of Reformation radicalism it underwrites, render this narrative problematic. In the minds of some influential and centrally placed Henrician evangelicals, as with their puritan descendants, Constantinianism was entirely contingent upon 'rule after the gospel' in the strictest sense, and it was by no means clear that the Church should be 'one with the commonwealth' unless the commonwealth were radically transformed. As the Henrician texts we have analysed reveal, English Protestants did not need to undertake a Marian 'pilgrimage to puritanism' in order to develop radical political thought; those ideas had been inherent within the English Reformation since its inception. 123 The 'radicalization' of English Protestantism and the development of puritanism under Elizabeth thus were not merely a reaction to the failure of reform, nor ultimately a 'reaction' at all. Since the 1530s, there had been Protestants who believed that 'rule after the gospel' demanded wholesale changes to England's institutions, laws and political practices -preferably by the monarch, but within a framework that placed the greatest onus of 'obedience' upon the sovereign rather than the subject. Thus, while political and dynastic vagaries certainly impacted on the evolution of English puritanism, it was, like E. P. Thompson's working class, present at its own creation. The 'fracturing' of English Protestantism into conformist and puritan branches was neither an unexpected nor an unfortunate result of the English Reformation, but its very essence.
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